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Abstract: Transit-oriented development (TOD) has become a dominant form of spatial planning and
land use in large cities internationally. As the intersections of urban space and rail transportation,
metro station areas play a key public service function in the lives of city residents. Based on the
“5D” index and Node-Place theory in the metro station area, current research on the built environ-
ment in metro station areas focuses on improving the economic and transportation efficiency while
neglecting public perception of the construction of station space. Sentiments, as an important part
of the individual’s perception, are closely related to the built environment. Therefore, this study
takes 187 metro stations within the fifth ring road of Beijing, China, as an example and extracts public
sentiment information from social media data using a wide range of natural language processing
techniques to quantitatively analyze the distribution of the public’s sentiment characteristics (in-
cluding intensity, polarity, and category) in the metro station area and deeply explores the spatial
correlation with the distribution of the objective built environment elements. The study shows that
influenced by the spatial design of the metro station, density, land use functions, etc., the sentiment
intensity of the station area within the Fifth Ring Road of Beijing is “strong in the east and weak in the
west, strong in the north and weak in the south”, and the sentiment polarity has the characteristic of
gradually negative from inside to outside in a circular pattern. Synthesizing the sentiment perception
in the metro station area, our study further divided the Beijing metro station area into four major
categories and eight specific subtypes.

Keywords: built environment; metro station area; social media data; sentiment perception;
transit-oriented development

1. Introduction

In the early 1990s, based on profound reflections on traffic congestion and suburban
sprawl in large cities, Peter Calthorpe first proposed the TOD (Transit-Oriented Develop-
ment) model. Calthorpe pointed out that the TOD is a land use strategy that promotes
non-motorized travel, the meaning of which can be summarized as the mixing of commer-
cial, residential, retail, and office spaces in a city within a walkable distance from public
transportation stations, making it convenient for residents and employees to take public
transportation, bike, walk, etc. [1]. After the TOD concept was proposed, it has been widely
applied and practiced in the sustainable planning and construction of big cities around the
world. It has become an important model for solving traffic congestion in big cities, driving
effective urban land use and development, and promoting sustainable urban development.
Based on the TOD concept, many large cities and megacities have gradually built up a
public transportation-oriented urban spatial structure, guiding the organic integration of
transportation facilities with various urban functions.
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Under the guidance of the TOD concept, the metro station area which contains a station
node as the core and a certain radius around the site, plays an increasingly important role
in urban space. Compared with other non-nodal spaces in the city, the metro station area
has a more significant value, characterized by high traffic flow, high accessibility, and
high integration of urban public services and urban functions. In 1997, the American
scholar Cervero, through the study of TOD in the San Francisco Bay Area, summarized
and proposed a “3D” index for the built environment of rail transit stations and their
surrounding area, quantifying the built environment characteristics of metro stations area
in three dimensions: density, diversity, and design and laying the foundation for the precise
development of metro station area [2]. In recent years, experts and scholars all over the
world, along with examples of urban metro station area construction, have further revealed
the intrinsic correlation between the built environment characteristics of metro station
areas and the comprehensive effectiveness of TOD. Based on this, optimization strategies
are proposed for the land use and built environment of metro station areas to strengthen
the integrated planning of rail transit stations and surrounding space, the comprehensive
utilization of metro station areas, and promote the organic integration of transportation
facilities and various urban functions.

At present, station area has gradually become an important carrier space for the
residents of big cities through comprehensive development, and the construction and de-
velopment of metro station area should not only consider its transportation and economic
efficiency but also take into account the connection between the environment and public
perception and sentiment. The latest research on public perception of urban space shows
that compared with functional spaces such as urban scenic spots, as well as commercial
and cultural leisure spaces, users are more likely to show negative emotions in urban trans-
portation nodes and hospitals [3], meaning that the metro station area has already become
the public sentiment nadir of the city. Based on the “5D” index and Node-Place theory in
the metro station area, current research on the built environment in metro station areas
focuses on improving the economic and transportation efficiency while neglecting public
perception of the construction of station space. Further exploring the human subjective
perception characteristics is of great significance in promoting the construction of the built
environment in the metro station area, enhancing the attractiveness, and optimizing the
overall allocation of resources in urban space.

The interaction between humans and the environment has long been of great concern
to scholars represented by environmental psychology, exploring human cognition, emotion,
and behavior towards the environment, focusing on the influence of the environment on
human psychology and behavior, as well as human subjective evaluation and experience
of the environment. Based on studies in the environmental psychology field, it has been
shown that emotion, as an important part of the individual’s perception of the environment,
is closely related to the built environment as it is affected by the built environment and also
influences the evaluation of the environment [4]. In the 21st century, social media data, rep-
resented by Twitter and Weibo, offers great opportunities to track the geographic location
and releasing time of tweets information, and its textual information provides real-time
opinions, sentiments, and activities of the users, reflecting the spontaneous and proactive
social trend, which are widely explored in the latest researches to explain real-world social
phenomena [5]. The data-driven studies about public sentiment have demonstrated the
potential value of social media data in measuring the spatial features and elements of the
built environment in cities. Meanwhile, the multidisciplinary integration academic envi-
ronment also provides technical methodologies to accurately identify the public perception
information embedded in massive social media data, becoming a powerful foundation to
break through the traditional perception information collection dilemma [6]. Therefore,
public perception evaluation research based on semantic analysis of social media texts
has been gradually applied to multiple disciplines including urban and rural planning,
psychology, and economics since 2012, providing a valuable public perspective for planning
management and decision-making [7].
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Beijing, the first city in China to develop urban rail transit, with 474 metro stations and
up to 2.262 billion annual passengers in 2022, has already begun to aggregate a high density
of population, jobs, services, and business types in the metro station area. Compared with
other cities in China, it has a more mature metro station coverage, a larger flow of people
served, and a stronger diversity of urban functions and public services. Therefore, this
study takes 187 metro stations within the fifth ring road of Beijing, China, as an example to
conduct an empirical quantitative study to evaluate the public sentiment distribution in the
metro station areas and analyze the spatial correlation between sentiment distribution and
build environment. Public emotions are obtained from social media data by using a wide
range of natural language processing techniques, including data preprocessing, feature
extraction, and sentiment classification. Through such a big data-driven approach, the
specifics of emotional intensity, polarity, and different sentiment categories in the station
area are obtained, constructing a systematic evaluation of the study area. Our work can
provide meaningful advice and suggestions on the built environment for TOD-oriented
urban planning and construction and also offers valuable reference experience for TOD
development for other cities.

This paper is organized as follows: it begins with a contextual introduction of the
background and meanings of public perception of the construction of the city metro
station area. The section of the literature review reviews the foundations of the research:
(a) Established research on the built environment of the metro station area. (b) Theoretical
foundations and empirical research on the relationship between public sentiment and urban
environments. Based on this, the data acquisition, description, analysis, and integration
methods of this study are presented in the third section. The following two sections present
the results of our empirical study. By taking 187 metro station areas in Beijing, our study
illustrates the potential relationship between the built environment and public sentiment
perception. It uses the k-means methodology to cluster and then make an evaluation. This
paper concludes with suggestions to improve and optimize the built environment in the
metro station area to achieve human-oriented development.

2. Literature Review
2.1. The Scope of the Metro Station Area

In response to the suburbanization caused by the prevalence of private cars in the
United States at the beginning of the 20th century, Western scholars proposed several
theoretical approaches to urban development, such as New Urbanism, of which the most
representative one in the field of transportation is the TOD theory proposed by Calthorpe in
his book ‘The Next American Metropolis: Ecology, Community, and the American Dream’
in 1993. TOD is a hybrid community development model, which is in a radius of about
400–800 m centered around transit stations or core commercial areas, aiming to limit the
endless spread of urban boundaries. TOD theory, as an urban planning concept contrary
to sprawl planning, has the real focus of establishing a livable built environment through
the theory of sustainability and can apply to most metropolitan areas [8] . Over the years,
the TOD pattern has been effective in alleviating urban issues such as traffic congestion,
deterioration of old urban areas, and traffic mobility [9].

As major cities and megacities in the world have continuously improved the TOD
construction mode, strengthened integrated planning of rail transit stations and surround-
ing space, and promoted the organic integration of transportation facilities and various
urban functions, the metro station area has begun to receive widespread attention from
numerous fields. The metro station area is the urban space around rail transit stations
with an influence on human behavior and psychology and is also known as “urban rail
station area”, “station influence area”, etc. In existing research, the metro station area is
usually a circle scope with a rail station node as the center and a certain distance as the
radius [10]. At present, there is no exact value for the definition of distance, and Calthorpe
was the first to consider 400 m as the most appropriate radius of a rail station [1]; in 2014,
the American scholar Guerra found that the 500 m radius will have a high level of public
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transport sharing rate [11]. Generally, scholars draw up the radius size and boundary
shape of the metro station area according to the actual needs of the study, with some also
calculating the walking distance in a certain time range of 5–15 min [12]. In summary, most
related studies have chosen a circular area with a radius of 400–800 m from the rail station
as the scope of their research [13,14] Table 1.

Table 1. The scope of Metro station area in different cities.

Cities TOD Metro Station Area

Washington, DC
About 800 m from the rail transit station

and about 400 m from the general bus line
Calgary About 600 m from the rail transit station
Santiago About 600 m from the rail transit station
Portland About 400 m from the rail transit station
Seattle About 400 m from the rail transit station

2.2. Research on the Built Environment of the Metro Station Area

As an important urban public space, the comprehensive impact of the built envi-
ronment on the metro station area has long been the focus of scholars in different fields.
Early studies of transport infrastructure projects mainly focused on their economic and
social benefits on urban land use and development. In 1997, the American scholar Cervero
pointed out that most metro station areas are compact, pedestrian and bicycle friendly,
and adjacent to public space, while the sites are generally functional centers of the com-
munity [15]. The “3D” principle was further developed in an empirical study of the San
Francisco Bay Area in the United States, showing positive effects on the development of
the city. At the beginning of the 21st century, the theory of “smart growth theory” and
TOD theory were learned and integrated, forming a compact land use pattern oriented to
public transportation. Cevero gradually expanded the “3D” index to “5D” and “7D” [16]
to quantify the built environment of metro station areas through “density”, “diversity”,
“design”, “accessibility to destinations”, and “proximity to public transportation”, laying
the foundation for quantitative research related to the built environment of the metro
station area.

In recent years, on the one hand, related research focused on the optimization of
the built environment of the metro station area based on “3D” and “5D” frameworks
proposed by Cervero and the node-place model proposed by Bertolini [17] and mainly
involving the contents of location and distance of the station node [18], the diversity of
POI facilities [19], the land use [20], road network connectivity [21], and accessibility [22];
on the other hand, it involved many interdisciplinary fields, utilizing various big data
and constructing evaluation indexes to quantitatively analysis TOD construction and
development effectiveness in metro station area [23]. For example, urban economics
focuses on the economic efficiency of metro station areas. The gravity model and hedonic
price model are used to analyze the relationship between the built environment indicators
and estate price, population characteristics [24], and other factors. In addition, with the
increasing emphasis on sustainable development, a multi-scale geographical weighted
regression model is constructed to explore the influencing factors such as traffic flow [25]
and carbon emissions [26] on spatial ecological efficiency in the metro station area.

With the acceleration of urbanization and the increase in urban population, various
urban diseases have become prominent in parallel with the significant improvement of
people’s living standards. The correlation between the built environment of urban space
and the mental health of residents has become an international hot issue. Tost et al. in
Nature Neuroscience pointed out that a type of urban built environment with a character
of high complexity, high heterogeneity, and high rate of change is the major stressed source
affecting the public’s mental health [27], and it is well understood that the metro station area
is the intersection of the urban functional space and the transport space, which is typical of
the complexity characteristics [28]. In recent years, studies of public sentiment performance
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in urban spaces have also found that metro station areas have become a typical emotional
low spot in urban spaces compared to other urban functional spaces such as commercial
and cultural areas. An empirical study of city TOD in Indonesia and Sydney points out that
public satisfaction with the construction of transportation infrastructure in metro station
areas reflects the social benefits while existing studies tend to focus more on the economic
benefits of rail lines [29]. Because of the neglect of public perception in the construction of
the metro station area, it becomes a weak link in the current TOD development.

2.3. The Relationship between Public Sentiment and the Urban Environment

The urban built environment affects the public’s subjective perceptions, and research
on the relationship between the above two can be traced back to the 1960s, which is a
field that has been multidisciplinary from the beginning [30]. Many concepts in social
sciences attempt to describe the interaction between humans and the environment [31].
Low and Altman [32] listed a range of concepts with various mixes of cognitive, affec-
tive and conative (i.e., behavioral) facets. Place attachment, place identity [33,34], and
place dependence [35] are constructs that most often appear in environmental psychology
literature. Shamai [36] has argued that these place concepts can be included under the
umbrella term “sense of place”. Sense of place research encompasses a range of variables
describing human-environment interactions. Theoretical models of the 21st-century at-
tempt to quantify dimensions of sense of place [37,38]. Generally speaking, the current
theory regarding sense of place can be organized into an overlapping four-dimensional
model involving the physical environment, the psychology of the self, the sociocultural
circumstances, and the course of time [39]. The self is largely based on theoretical models
of environmental psychology that describe an individual’s sense of place as consisting
of two affective aspects [40,41]. Jorgensen et al., using Attitude theory to provide a basis
for the quantification of the sense of place, proposed that sense of place is a multidimen-
sional construct involving affective, cognitive, and conative components [42]; “affective
and emotion can be conceptualized as the felt and sensed reaction that arises in the midst
of the (inter) corporal exchange between self and world” [43]. In summary, emotions are
important components of an individual’s perception of place.

The field of psychology has long been concerned with the study of environmental influ-
ences on the causes, intensity, and different sentiment categories. Strongman, K. T. proposed
the concept of emotion and stated that emotions potentially enter human-environment-
behavioral practices through cognitive processes that are integral to the environment, and
thus the influence of the environment on emotions is indisputable [44]. Environmental
perception and contemporary perception theory state that rooms or cities can be friendly,
frustrating, abhorrent, and trigger a variety of emotional states [45,46]. Environmental
psychology focuses on how various sentiments occur. Mehrabian and Russell proposed
that the three basic sentiment dimensions of “pleasure”, “arousal”, and “dominance” [47]
effectively summarize the aspects of the environment that evoke sentiment, pointing out
that the environment has a direct impact on an individual’s emotional state. Environmen-
tal aesthetics theory argues that once visual perception has occurred, the first response
to the environment is sentiment [48]. At the individual level, based on an interactional-
constructivist viewpoint and transactional perspective, in any person-environment episode,
individuals engage in a knowing or a perceptual-cognitive process through which they
acquire, synthesize, and integrate environmental information with internal sources of
knowledge to form a contextual arena basis for experience and behavior. However, in the
real world, the presence of norms or feeling rules leads to broad similarities in emotional
responses to certain environments from a group perspective [49].

On the measure of sentiment, Collins concludes that sentiment can be measured and
calculated for vectors, types and polarities, and intensity [50]. The vectors of sentiment can
be text, audio, video, and images. The polarities of sentiment consist of neutral, positive,
and negative categories, which can be further divided into different sentiment types.
Intensity is often combined with specific polarities and types, which can be classified into
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different levels [51]. There are no agreed criteria for classifying sentiment; the American
psychologist Ekman et al. found that human sentiments can be divided into the six most
basic types of happiness, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, and surprise in a facial recognition
and physiological monitoring research program [52]. Later, the American psychologist
Plutchik added two sentiments of trust and expectation, constituting eight basic sentiment
types, arguing that other complex sentiments are a mixture of the eight basic types [53].
However, generally speaking, intensity, polarity, and type are three important attributes
that can measure public sentiment perceptions.

In recent years, massive social media data have entered the public view, which contains
rich information on sentiment perception and personal opinions, making it possible to
collect the perception of public groups in real-time and on a large scale. Twitter data
are increasingly seen as a “social sensor” to better understand social phenomena in the
real world [6]. With the rapid development of Internet technology, artificial intelligence
techniques, deep learning algorithms, and the cross-development of brain and cognitive
sciences [54], the accuracy of subjective information such as text, expressions, videos, and
image, acquisition and analysis has also gradually increased [55,56]. Moreover, using
computational techniques to obtain textual semantic information from social media data is
more precise.

Twitter social media data are often a spontaneous expression reflecting the immediate
experience of users. So, social media-based quantification of emotions does not reflect an
individual’s internal emotional processes but rather an outward reflection of a group’s
sentiment characteristic [57]. We are able to noninvasively, remotely sense the exhibited
sentiment perception of very large numbers of people via their written, open, web-scale
output [58]. Meanwhile, along with the promotion and popularization of GIS and other
technology applications, the public perception and spatiotemporal behavior contained in
social media data began to be more widely used in the analysis of urban built environments
and the evaluation of spatial functional area distribution [3,59], becoming an important
tool to improve urban quality. At regional and city scales, a National Pulse Project in the
U.S. produced the first nationwide sentiment map combining Twitter data at Northeastern
University [60], followed by a proliferation of related studies based on social media data,
with Bertrand et al. finding that the most positive places for New York residents’ perception
were parks and the most negative places were transportation facilities [61]. After conducting
a thorough analysis of the geography of Twitter themes in London, Lansley and Longley [62]
discovered that the subjects covered by tweets differed greatly depending on the time of
day and type of land used in Inner London. Moreover, it is possible to classify urban land
use types with some degree of accuracy by utilizing the movement patterns of Twitter
users [63]. Based on users’ online assessments of locations, Quercia et al. (2014) suggested
more emotionally charged route options for users instead of the shortest routes on map
services [64].

Yang suggests that sentiment analysis of social media data can contribute to urban
planning and policy in two ways. On the one hand, it serves as valuable social-spatial
reference data to monitor and investigate various human-environment relationships in
the urban space. On the other hand, it can provide a real-time reflection of the daily
life status of urban residents, reflecting some parts of urban management that are often
neglected [65]. Existing research on social media data has demonstrated the potential
value of public sentiment characteristics for measuring key spatial features and built
environment elements in cities and regions and also provided us with a methodology
for big data-driven research on emotional distribution and built environment. Overall,
based on the existing research on the built environment in the metro station area, this
study takes 187 metro stations within the fifth ring road of Beijing, China, as an example
and extracts public sentiment information from social media data using a wide range
of natural language processing techniques to quantitatively analyze the distribution of
the public’s sentiment characteristics (including intensity, polarity, and category) in the
metro station area and deeply explores the spatial correlation with the distribution of
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the objective built environment elements. Finally, relying on the distribution patterns of
the built environment and public sentiment, 187 transit station areas are clustered, and
based on the classification, from a group perception perspective, suggestions are given,
respectively, for the development and optimization of the built environment construction
in the metro station area.

3. Method

The framework of the research methodology in this paper consists of three steps
Figure 1. The first step is to define the scope of the metro station area based on the previous
studies in reference. The second step is to select built environment indicators of the study
area and extract sentiment perceptions from social media, which contain intensity, polarity,
and percentages of six specific sentiment types: happy, excited, pleased, scared, disgusted,
and anxious. In the third step, data analysis is used to further explore the relationship
between the built environment and sentiment perception through correlation analysis and
multiple linear regression analysis, with the k-means method applied to cluster and help
evaluate a total of 187 Beijing metro station areas.

Figure 1. Research Framework.

3.1. Define the Scope of the Metro Station Area

Beijing has 27 metro lines and 474 stations in operation in 2022, and the urban pattern
is formed by a ring-shaped radial road network and shows a clear circle structure. Taking
the Fifth Ring Road as the boundary, there are significant differences in urban morphol-
ogy, with neatly arranged and high-density rail stations within the Fifth Ring Road and
sparse and discrete stations outside the Fifth Ring Road. In addition, there is also a large
difference in the established time of the metro stations inside and outside the Fifth Ring
Road. Therefore, in order to ensure the comparability of the built environment, we chose
all 186 metro stations inside the Fifth Ring Road as the preliminary study subjects of this
paper. As for the scope of the metro station area, by combining the existing research on the
spatial radiation range of the metro station a circular area with the station geometric hub
as the center and a radius of 800 m is built. Due to the condition that some stations have
overlapping coverage in the 800 m range of the station area, Voronoi polygons are used to
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further divide space to form separate station domains. Voronoi diagrams divide the surface
on the principle of closest proximity and consist of a set of continuous polygons consisting
of perpendicular bisectors of lines connecting two neighboring points, and are often used
to segment space. Let p = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} be a set of n(2 ≤ n ≤ ∞) distinct points in S
which indicates a finite region of two-dimensional space, d(p, pi) is the Euclidean Distance
from p to pi, then the Voronoi diagrams (OVP) can be described formally as

V(pi) =
{

p | p ∈ S; d(p, pi) ≤ d
(

p, pj
)
, j ̸= i, j = 1, . . . , n

}
, (1)

where V(pi) is the Voronoi region for a point pi, representing the geometric centers of
187 metro stations within Beijing’s Fifth Ring Road, the finalized scope of the study area is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The scope of the metro station area.

3.2. Select Built Environment Indicators of the Metro Station Area

To correlate the built environment of the metro station area with the subjective percep-
tion of the public, it is necessary to convert environmental characteristics into quantitative
indicators. The most comprehensive and influential indicator system in the metro station
area is the “5D” index proposed by Cervero et al. [2], which summarizes the built envi-
ronment in categories of density, diversity, design, destination accessibility, and public
transportation proximity. As mentioned in the previous section, the effectiveness of 5D
indicators for the comprehensive evaluation of the built environment in the station area
has been demonstrated through extensive use in many studies.

Because the main scope of the study is the station areas of urban rail transit, and
the focus is on the correlation between the built environment of station areas and public
sentiment perception in the urban built-up areas within the Fifth Ring Road, this study
considers the actual situation to delete and expand the existing indicators. Firstly, because
the study area is based on the 800 m buffer zone of the metro station, sample station areas
have similar metro proximity and locational proximity, so both are excluded. Secondly,
since the urban built-up areas within the Fifth Ring Road of Beijing were developed earlier,
some of their functional facilities distribution does not match the actual land use situations.
This paper removed the indicators related to land use attributes and used the distribution
density of education, culture, medical, and other format POI points around the metro station
area as the actual functional diversity of land use. The data of 216,216 Baidu POIs located
within the metro station areas in 2019 were selected to represent land use diversity by
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including nine major categories: shopping centers, education, sports, hospitality, recreation,
culture, living services, parks, and restaurants. Finally, considering that the influence of
the number of station entrances and passenger flow also has a dynamic influence on the
perception of the public sentiment, the indicators related to the station node itself are
included. In summary, 21 indicators in six categories were formed to further quantify the
built environment of the metro station area, Table 2.

Table 2. Select built environment indicators of the metro station area.

Number Cataglory Indicator Indicator Calculation Method

D1 Density Building desity D1 = The base area of building/total area in each metro sta-
tion area

D2 Floor Area Ratio (FAR) D2 = Total building floor area/gross lot area

D3 Diversity Land-use mixture D3 = Entropy Index of differerernt functional land use in metro
station area

D4
Density of various
functional format

D4 = The number of various functional facilities POI points/
total area
D4s = The density of shopping center POI points
D4e = The density of education POI points
D4g = The density of exercise and sports related function
POI points
D4h = The density of medical related function POI points
D4a = The density of lesisure and entertainment related function
POI points
D4c = The density of culture related function POI points
D4l = The density of life service related function POI points
D4p = The density of park POI points
D4f = The density of restaurant POI points

D5 Design Road network density D5 = Total length of roads/total area
D6 Road intersection density D6 = Number of road intersections/total area

D7 Destination Accessi-
bility Distance to city center D7 = Euclidean distance from each station to Tiananmen

D8 Proximity of public
transportation Density of bus stations D8 = Number of bus stops in each metro station area/total area

D9 Density of bus lines D9 = Number of bus lines in each metro station area/total area

D10 Attributes of metro
station Transfer station or not D10 = Take 0 at ordinary stations and 1 at transfer stations

D11 Number of metro station
entrances and exits D11 = Number of metro station entrances and exits

D12 Station passenger flow D12 = The sum of the average daily passengers’ number in a week

3.3. Extract Sentiment Perception from Social Media

Social media data contain spatial location and public sentiment information, which
needs to be processed in two main steps: text pre-processing and sentiment word extraction
and classification [66]. Text pre-processing is a natural language processing technique of
massive text data for word separation, removal of discontinued words, de-punctuation
and blank characters, lexical annotation, etc. The classification techniques can be roughly
divided into two categories: classification methods based on string matching such as JIEBA
can divide the text according to the existing dictionaries, which has the advantages of
simple and convenient operation and is the commonly used classification method for
Chinese text but has certain limitations for ambiguous words and unregistered words.
Sequential statistical models have better recognition ability for unregistered words, with
the disadvantage of being complicated and difficult to operate, and representative models
contain the NLPIR-ICTCLAS system of CAS and the LTP system of HUST [67].

Text processed by word separation can further extract the sentiment information. Cur-
rently, there are many effective methods such as SVM, KNN, and Bayesian classification for
sentiment extraction. Mohammad et al. used a combination of SVM and SMO for sentiment
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analysis of Twitter text data [68], and Catal et al. used a combination of Bayesian and SVM
to extract and classify sentiment elements in Turkey [69]. Previously, an increasing number
of Nonlinear Programming Language (NPL) tasks have introduced LSTM methods [70,71].
Su et al. used the LSTM technique to extract and classify sentiment into seven categories,
greatly improving the accuracy of traditional sentiment analysis [72].

Sina Weibo is currently the largest Chinese social media platform, and the “2020 Weibo
User Development Report” mentions that people aged 18–40 are the main users of Weibo,
with the number of users continuously expanding. Beijing, the capital of China, has 78.9%
of the resident population aged 18–59 (CNNIC, 2021). The use rate of Weibos is among
the highest in China and has a large coverage and representativeness, so this paper selects
Sina Weibo data as the basis of public sentiment analysis. Weibo labeled data contain
information about the geographic location of people, i.e., at that location, people use Weibo
to post personal text messages, so the number of labeled data reflects the intensity of human
activities at specific locations. Social media labeled data are now widely used to capture
the intensity of social and economic activities and as a symbol of urban vitality [73–75].
Data were integrated into the matched metro station area based on geographic coordinate
information of Weibo labeled data. The total number of Weibo labeled data per unit area of
the station space was used as an indicator of the sentiment intensity of the metro station
area, the more text information, the stronger the sentiment intensity of the metro station
area. Sentiment polarity and the percentage of each type of sentiment need to be further
analyzed by semantic analysis.

3.3.1. Data Preprocessing

Weibo dynamics labeled text from 1 to 30 April 2020 were cleaned to remove text that
does not have valid subjective content such as repetitive advertisements, URLs, and num-
bers, thus removing deactivated words, punctuation, and blank characters and marking lexi-
cal information. Because of the characteristics of short length and novel vocabulary of Weibo
labeled text, we chose the JIEBA word separation system (https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
(accessed on 1 May 2020)) to implement the above operations. After processing, a total of
145,567 valid Weibo labeled texts were obtained, including ID, posting time, latitude and
longitude of the location, tweet text, and emojis.

3.3.2. Data Feature Extraction

After the data are pre-processed, they become a collection with vocabulary as the
basic unit. Sentiment feature extraction involves annotating and extracting words with
sentiment attributes from the vocabulary. The Word2Vec tool is applied to obtain the set of
word vectors, and then the word frequency information statistics (TD-IDF) is run on the
word separation results to extract the sentiment elements of the text.

3.3.3. Sentiment Classification

Sentiment classification is used to classify the extracted sentiment elements into several
categories. In this study, we choose to use the sentiment classification method proposed by
Gaoyong and his team [3], and the average accuracy of the results was 85%, reaching 96%
on extremely polar sentiment. First, tweet data are identified with three polarities: positive,
neutral, and negative, and then the sentiment is classified into six types: happy, excited,
pleased, scared, disgusted, and anxious.

According to the classification results, we can get the polarity score of each metro
station area, with a median score of 50, 49–51 points means polarity is not significant, and
it is judged as neutral sentiment; 0–49 points indicate negative perception, and the lower
the score, the more obvious the negative sentiment is; more than 51 points are positive
perception, the higher the score, the more obvious the positive sentiment is. At the same
time, we obtain the proportion of the six types of sentiments in the metro station area,
i.e., happy, excited, pleased, scared, disgusted, and anxious. According to the geographic
location information of labeled text, sentiment intensity, polarity, and six types of sentiment

https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
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performance were correlated into 187 metro station areas, and it was found that eight
stations without data information fell into it, including Xingu, Chengshousi, Xiaohongmen,
Shuanghe, Xiaocun, Shilihe, Wanshoulu, and Bagou. In order to reduce the influence on the
statistical analysis of data, the eight stations without sentiment information were removed,
and finally, 178 stations were identified. In addition, there were no cases of COVID-19
infection in Beijing during the period when the data were obtained for this study, so the
public’s sentiment expression was not related to the epidemic, but the methodology is
also applicable to extract and analyze the public’s sentiment during the epidemic. The
sentiment intensity, polarity, and the proportion of each type of sentiment in the metro
station area were divided into ten levels with the natural breakpoint method and then a
spatial visualization was made. The natural breakpoint method is a common data grouping
method, that can comprehensively consider the span and range of data, maximizing the
similarity of each group and the dissimilarity between different groups, and it can also take
the number of data between groups into account, which is commonly used for the ranking
of GDP in each province and city, etc.

3.4. Data Analysis Method

The arousal of public sentiment perception is the result of the combined effect of
various built environment indicators. In order to explore the potential relationship between
the built environment of metro station areas and the public sentiment intensity, polarity,
and different sentiment types, and to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of Beijing metro
station areas, this paper first uses correlation analysis to find the relationship between the
built environment indicators and the sentiment attributes, then uses the multiple linear
regression model to further explore the built environment’s influence on public perception.
Finally, we used the k-means method to cluster the study area. The specific method is
as follows.

Pearson correlation is used to describe the extent of linear correlation between two
variables. It is suitable for two variables independent of each other, and the observations of
the two variables should be paired. Pearson correlation coefficient is a common and robust
choice, especially when the data can be deemed close to Gaussian (Hlinka et al., 2017 [76]).
According to the method in reference [77,78], this paper uses Pearson correlation coefficients
to measure the association of metro station area built environment indicators with sentiment
intensity, polarity, and types, the Pearson correlation coefficient r is defined as

r = ∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√

∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)2 ∑n

i=1(yi − ȳ)2
(2)

where xi and yi are the i-th sample values of variables X and Y, respectively; X represents
indicators of the built environment in the metro station area, Y represents the sentiment
attributes of the built environment in the metro station area; x̄ȳ are the sample mean values
and n is the number of observations; when P ≤ 0.1, the variable XY is considered to have a
more statistically significant correlation, if r > 0, the two variable indicators are positively
correlated, and the closer the value is to 1, the stronger the correlation is, r < 0 is negatively
correlated, with the same variation relationship as above.

Based on correlation analysis, we utilize multiple regression models, with built en-
vironment indicators that exhibit significant correlations with sentiment attributes, as
independent variables. Sentiment intensity and the percentage of six types of sentiment
perception are used as dependent variables in the models.

The main aim of cluster analysis is to classify data into clusters with similar charac-
teristics [79]. K-means clustering [80] is among the most widely used clustering analysis
methods. K-means clustering analysis seeks to partition the n individuals in a set of
multivariate data into K clusters. As a hard partitioning algorithm, K-means clustering
analysis is an iterative process. It proceeds by selecting K initial cluster centers and refining
them based on the minimization of a performance index [81,82]. Because the dimension of
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clustering indicators involved is different, the indicators are standardized before clustering.
Let min A and max A be the minimum and maximum values, respectively, then map the
original value x of A to the value x′[0,1]. The standardized method is as follows:

x′ =
x − min A

max A − min A
(3)

Based on the standardized results of the built environment and the public sentiment
perception data, 178 stations within the Fifth Ring Road of Beijing were divided into
different clusters K, and the most optimal cluster group K was found using the Elbow
method. In order to facilitate comparison, based on the indicators’ standardized results,
the natural breakpoint method is still used to divide the index into 10 levels to establish
spatial visualization. By visualizing the spatial distribution of public sentiment perception
information, the study further analyzed and evaluated the heterogeneous effects of public
perception under different built environments in the metro station area.

4. Results
4.1. The Spatial Distribution Patterns of Sentiment Identity, Polarity, and Types in the Metro
Station Area

Through the spatial distribution of social media sentiment intensity, it can be seen that
the overall intensity of the Beijing metro station area shows a “strong in the east and weak
in the west, strong in the north and weak in the south” pattern, in which the sentiment
intensity in the northeast is significantly different from other regions Figure 3, intensity in
the northwest is at the middle value, while the south part of Beijing formed a low-value
zone. The northeast of Beijing is distributed with Beijing’s core business offices, commercial
and cultural entertainment, and financial and art parks. Among the high sentiment intensity
areas in the northeast, three multi-point clusters of higher sentiment intensity emerge in
Wangfujing, Guomao, Wangjing, and Shuangjing stations; Zhongguancun Science City
and University Campuses are densely clustered in the northwest part of Beijing, among
which Zhongguancun and Tsinghua University are sentiment intensity high peaks in metro
station area; the high-intensity clusters in northeast and northwest Beijing laterally reflect
the higher perception value of the core business office area and university city cluster
area. The urban function in the southwestern region is represented by the Beijing South
Railway Station transportation hub, wholesale markets, and some other residential clusters,
specifically forming an extremely low value of public sentiment near the Zhongguancun
West Science and Technology Park and the southeastern agricultural wholesale production
and coking plants. Moreover, compared with the metro station area of the northern Fourth
Ring Road rail transit, the southern Fourth Ring Road stations form a continuous band
space of low sentiment intensity value, reflecting the reality of low public perception activity
of the southern group. In conclusion, the intensity distribution of sentiment shows a strong
consistency with the urban functional zoning plan, reflecting the intrinsic correlation and
mutual influence between the metro station area and the urban area.

The spatial distribution of the sentiment polarity and the six basic types of happy,
excited, pleased, scared, disgusted, and anxious are used to further explore the public
sentiment perception in the Beijing metro station area. The average polarity of the Weibo
text is 52.03 points, which is more than 50 points, so the overall performance in the Beijing
metro station area is still positive. The cumulative percentages of three types of positive
sentiments, happy, excited, and pleased, were 73%, and the cumulative percentages of
three types of negative sentiments, scared, disgusted, and anxious, were 37%, further
confirming the results of the semantic analysis for sentiment polarity Figure 4. Combining
the sentiment intensity spatial distribution reveals that the northeastern part of Beijing
is a highly positive sentiment cluster, while the northwestern part is a highly negative
sentiment cluster; the low-intensity band space in the southern part has no significant
sentiment polarity. However, it is noteworthy that a positive sentiment cluster has begun
to emerge in the Lize Business District which is under construction in the southwest.
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Figure 3. Left: spatial distribution of sentiment intensity Right: spatial distribution of sentiment
polarity.

Figure 4. Boxplot of the percentage of six types of sentiments in the metro station area.

From the proportion and spatial distribution of the six types of sentiment, Figure 5
divided by the five rings roads, the six types of sentiment percentages show certain circle
distribution characteristics, with happy sentiment being the most obvious. The distribution
of “Happy” is highly concentrated, with the Dongcheng District and Xicheng District
within the Second Ring Road as the center and a radial decreasing distribution in all the
surrounding areas. Most are near natural and cultural attractions such as Nanluoguxiang
and Shichahai. The three stations of Nanluoguxiang, Agricultural Exhibition Hall, and
Linzui Bridge ranked among the top three in Beijing in terms of happy sentiment.

The overall spatial distribution of two categories of sentiments, pleased and excited,
also has some correlation with the five Ring Roads but is less significant than happy. The
distribution of “pleased” shows a pattern of multi-point clustering and there are obvious
characteristics of spatial differentiation. The Dongcheng District, Xicheng District, and
Chaoyang District within the Second Ring Road tend to have a higher proportion of
“like” sentiment, and the new business and leisure spaces in the southwest and the stations
around the two imperial gardens in the northwest, the summer palace, and the Old Summer
Palace tend to show a scattered distribution of “like” sentiment clusters. The distribution
of excited and pleased sentiments has some similarities, with more in the Dongcheng
District and Xicheng District within the Second Ring Road and Chaoyang District, but the
excited sentiment is significantly higher than the pleased sentiment in the Olympic Sports
Center, while excited sentiment is lower than pleased sentiment near the Summer Palace
and Yuanmingyuan.
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Figure 5. The spatial distribution of six types of sentiment in metro station areas.

In contrast to the distribution of happy sentiment, the disgust sentiment in the metro
station area shows an obvious tendency to gather around the periphery and is mostly
distributed in the metro station areas between the third and Fourth Ring Road, includ-
ing the university groups near Renmin University and Wudaokou in Haidian District,
Songjiazhuang in the southeast, Xiao Village, Beijing South Station surrounding areas,
and Fengtai Science and Technology Park group in the southwest, while the disgusted
sentiment in the inner city within the second ring is less. Anxious and scared sentiments
are mainly scattered in the periphery of the Second Ring Road, forming three highly anx-
ious sentiment clusters including Linzui Bridge in the northern part, Naiwa Station in the
southwestern part, and Ciqikou in the southeastern part, with three highly scared clusters
in Xiyuan, Datun Road East, and Fengtai Science and Technology Park between the Fourth
and Fifth Rings.

4.2. Correlation Analysis Between Built Environment Indicators and Sentiment Performance in the
Metro Station Area

Correlation analysis between the indicators of the built environment and the public’s
sentiment perception Figure 6 was used to analyze their relationship. The significant
correlation confirmed the close relationship between environment and human sentiment
intensity; the results of the quantitative analysis also reflect the differences in influencing
factors among different sentiment attributes. First of all, the sentiment intensity in the
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metro station area shows a significant correlation with the indicators in density, diversity,
design, and the distribution of various functions. Specific to the six types of sentiments,
the positive sentiments (happy and excited) and the negative sentiments (scared and
disgust) were significantly correlated with building density, POI point density of cultural
space, restaurant point density, and built environment design, with two types of positive
sentiments showing a significant positive correlation, while two types of negative sentiment
showed a significant negative correlation.

Figure 6. Correlation analysis between built environment indicators and sentiment performance
(* p ≤ 0.05).

Pleased and anxious sentiments were poorly correlated with the built environment
indicators in the metro station area, with pleased sentiment showing only a weak positive
correlation with the density of cultural POI points and distance from the station to the city
center, and anxious sentiment showing a weak negative correlation with building density,
the density of cultural and restaurant POI points, and distance from the station to the
city center. This means that pleased and anxious perception is influenced by more factors
and thus the data are more complex compared to the other four sentiment types. At the
same time, the sentiment polarity is a combined superposition of multiple types, which
are less directly influenced by built environment variables and are also difficult to directly
explain. However, correlation analysis revealed significant connections between sentiment
intensity and four categories of sentiments: happy, excited, scared, and disgusted, as well
as several indicators of the built environment in the station area. Furthermore, multiple
linear regression analysis was used to explore the actual influence of built environment
indicators on public sentiment perceptions. Before conducting the regression analysis,
the independent variables were tested for multicollinearity using VIF (variance inflation
factor) to exclude the influence of linear correlation between the independent variables
on the accuracy of the regression results. Generally, when the VIF value is less than 10,
it is considered that there is no multicollinearity, it was found that the VIF of the built
environment index in the study area was less than 5, allowing further regression analysis.

The regression analysis shows that the density of functional distribution is an im-
portant factor affecting public sentiment perception, and when there are more shopping,
medical, and cultural locations in the metro station area, the sentiment intensity is higher.
Entertainment and leisure activities, shopping malls, medical venues, exhibition halls, and
other cultural venues are more likely to induce public sentiment expressions. This further
explains the gathering of high sentiment intensity clusters in northeast Beijing, centered
on Wangfujing, Guomao, Wangjing, and Shuangjing, and in Haidian District centered on
Zhongguancun and the west exit of Tsinghua University. This is due to the integration
of more functional spaces and shopping, medical, and cultural business facilities. The
regression analysis also reflects that there is a significant negative correlation between
sentiment intensity and the density of buildings and life service facilities POI points in
metro station areas. Through the analysis of the spatial distribution of sentiment intensity
in the metro station area, the current Beijing south Fourth Ring Road station area forms
a continuous band of low sentiment value space, reflecting that it is mostly a residential
area with high building density surrounded by basic life service facilities, with a single
functional mode and low public sentiment intensity, Table 3.
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Table 3. Multiple Regression Analysis of Sentiment Intensity and Built Environment Indicators.

Indicators Beta Sig. VIF

D1 −0.17 * 0.10 2.84
D2 0.06 0.58 2.94
D3 −0.09 0.22 1.28
D4s 0.34 *** 0.00 2.13
D4e 0.09 0.20 1.20
D4g 0.10 0.31 2.21
D4h 0.29 *** 0.00 1.67
D4a −0.14 0.21 2.92
D4c 0.27 *** 0.01 2.15
D4l −0.25 * 0.08 4.65
D4p −0.01 0.87 1.09
D5 0.01 0.92 2.60
D6 0.06 0.61 2.70
D7 0.01 0.93 3.12
D8 0.14 0.28 3.70
D9 −0.08 0.50 3.52
D10 −0.03 0.72 1.66
D12 0.07 0.45 1.88
D11 −0.09 0.25 1.50

R R-square Adjusted R-square Durbin-Watson
0.569a 0.32 0.243 1.96

Note: Independent variables: D1–D12 (include D4s,e,g,h,a,c,l,p); Dependent variable Sentiment intensity; *** at
the 0.01 level, the correlation is highly significant; * at the 0.1 level, the correlation is relatively weak.

The regression analysis of built environment indicators with the percentage of happy,
excited, scared, and disgusted in metro station areas shows that the public’s perception and
sentiment performance is directly influenced by the built environment, Table 4. Among the
indicators of the built environment in the metro station area, distance from the city center
is the dominant factor of the built environment acting on all four categories of sentiments;
the closer the station is to the outer ring, the greater the proportion of negative sentiment
perception. Among the density of different functional POI points indicators in the metro
station area, the increase in the proportion of life services and cultural facilities contributes
to the positive sentiment, while the design indicators of the station built environment also
prove that the increase in the density of road intersections increases the “happy” perception
to some extent. Scared and disgusted are two negative sentiments, in addition to the
distance from the city center, the high average daily passenger flow at the station is also
an important factor in the generation of negative sentiments, especially the disgusted
perception of the public. In addition, scared is more likely to be influenced by the built
environment than disgusted sentiment, and “scared” is significantly higher in station areas
with a lower density of buildings and life service facilities. Especially when there are
fewer ground-floor commercial facilities in the metro station area, safety at night will be a
constraint to station vitality.

The correlation analysis revealed that the association between pleased and anxious sen-
timent and the built environment indicators was weak, and the two categories did not pass
the regression significance test, further demonstrating that pleased and anxious are actually
less directly influenced by the established built indicators and more subjective. In the corre-
lation analysis, the density of cultural facilities’ POI points and distance from the city center
showed a more significant positive correlation with the pleased sentiment, thus objectively
reflecting that art galleries and exhibition spaces more easily induce a deep-rooted pleased
sentiment compared to other spaces. The anxious sentiment was positively and negatively
correlated with passenger flow and distance to the city center, respectively. However, through
regression analysis, passenger flow does not directly trigger anxiety for all stations, and it is
speculated that the built environment indirectly affects anxiety, e.g., crowded platforms and
noisy environments can transform shallow negative emotions into deep anxiety.
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Table 4. Multiple Regression Analysis of the percentage of four types of sentiments and Built
Environment Indicators.

Happy Excited Scared Disgusted
Beta Sig. Beta Sig. Beta Sig. Beta Sig.

D1 −0.18 0.11 −0.12 0.36 −0.224 * 0.07 0.207 * 0.09
D2 −0.066 0.56 0.10 0.42 0.019 0.88 0.187 0.12
D3 −0.053 0.48 −0.04 0.63 0.022 0.78 0.051 0.52
D5 −0.085 0.42 −0.01 0.97 0.037 0.75 −0.037 0.75
D6 0.048 0.66 0.14 0.26 0.004 0.98 −0.071 0.55
D4s −0.031 0.77 −0.01 0.96 0.163 0.16 −0.283 *** 0.01
D4e 0.036 0.61 0.00 0.97 0.013 0.86 0.027 0.72
D4g −0.3 *** 0.00 −0.02 0.85 −0.064 0.56 0.179 * 0.10
D4h 0.075 0.38 −0.06 0.55 −0.029 0.75 0.067 0.46
D4a −0.077 0.51 −0.05 0.68 0.12 0.33 −0.041 0.74
D4c 0.147 0.13 0.16 0.15 −0.106 0.31 −0.013 0.90
D4l −0.396 *** 0.01 −0.19 0.29 0.382 ** 0.03 0.13 0.44
D4p −0.034 0.63 −0.08 0.29 −0.007 0.92 0.024 0.74
D4f 0.474 *** 0.01 0.21 0.27 −0.159 0.39 −0.18 0.32
D7 0.623 *** 0.00 0.23 * 0.08 −0.397 *** 0.00 −0.31 *** 0.01
D8 0.122 0.34 −0.06 0.66 −0.192 0.16 0.053 0.69
D9 −0.13 0.29 0.16 0.26 0.13 0.33 −0.134 0.31
D12 −0.101 0.28 −0.13 0.20 −0.152 0.13 0.264 *** 0.01
D11 −0.058 0.47 −0.06 0.48 0.009 0.91 0.031 0.72
D10 0.09 0.29 0.01 0.89 0.052 0.57 −0.061 0.50

Note: Independent variables: D1–D12 (include D4s,e,g,h,a,c,l,p,f); Dependent variable: Four sentiment types;
*** at the 0.01 level, the correlation is highly significant; ** at the 0.05 level, the correlation is more significant, * at
the 0.1 level, the correlation is relatively weak.

4.3. Public Sentiment Perception Distribution Characteristics in Beijing Metro Station Area

The correlation and regression analysis between built environment indicators and
sentiment attributes empirically demonstrated the direct or indirect influence of the envi-
ronment on various perceptions. It also identified 15 detail indicators’ significant influence,
including distance from the city center, land use mix, density indicators of various func-
tional services POI points, and density of road networks and intersections in “density”,
“diversity”, “design”, and “destination accessibility” four dimensions. In order to further
understand public sentiment perception distribution characteristics in the Beijing metro
station area, the K-Means clustering method was used to cluster 178 stations. According to
the Elbow Method, when K = 8, the trend of the sum of squares of errors in clusters tends
to be smooth, so when K = 8, it is a relatively stable optimal cluster number.

According to cluster analysis, groups 1, 3, 5, and 7 were the dominant groups of
positive sentiment, while groups 2, 4, 6, and 8 were more negative Figure 7. The inner city
within the Second Ring Road clusters positive sentiments, while the hinterland of the Third
and Fourth Ring Roads is dominated by negative clusters 4 and 6, in addition, cluster 8 is
mainly located on the periphery of the Fifth Ring Road. Therefore, combined with the char-
acteristics of the built environment and public sentiment perception in the study area, the
eight types of station space are specifically integrated into four types, including the center
city positive type, the hinterland positive type, the hinterland negative type, the marginal
city negative type, and eight subtypes, namely: “7-core happy subtype”, “3-old town
happy subtype”, “1-ecological pleasant subtype”, “5-balanced pleasant subtype”, “2-work
pressure subtype”, “6-low efficiency subtype”, “4-low quality subtype”, and “8-low match-
ing subtype”. Based on the investigation of the actual built environment of the stations,
we chose two representative stations in each cluster, and the land use and environmental
characteristics of the stations are analyzed and summarized as follows Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Cluster analysis and characteristic grade graph of each cluster.

Figure 8. The results of k-means cluster and representative stations in each cluster.

The core happy subtype represented by Wangfujing Station and the old town happy
subtype represented by Zhushikou Station are mostly distributed in the center city space
of Beijing within the Third Ring Road, mainly in the Second Ring Road, and the built
environment characteristics of their station space can reflect the inherent urban landscape
and spatial characteristics of the old Beijing city. The former is mainly concentrated in
Beijing’s commercial and business centers, and the land use functions of the station area
are more comprehensive, while the latter covers a large area of residential space in the
old town quadrangle, but has the commonality of balanced and convenient services of
various facilities, higher building density and road network density, and higher quality of
the built environment. The ecological pleasant subtype represented by the Agricultural
Exhibition Center and the balanced pleasant subtype represented by Wukesong Station is
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mainly located within the Fourth Ring Road, with the former containing large parks or
squares and other leisure facilities and the latter mainly located on the north side of Line 1.
This kind of station area has moderate spatial dimensions, or there is no large park but
the greening rate in the area is also high; the building density and road network density
are lower than the former, but the morphology is regular, the landscape and environment
are pleasant, the density of facilities and services can meet the demand guarantee, and the
density of education and cultural facilities has space to be raised Figure 9.

Figure 9. The metro station areas dominated by positive sentiment perception.

The work pressure subtype represented by Guomao Station and the low-efficiency
subtype represented by Liuliqiao Station are widely distributed, mostly gathered in groups,
and there are always “pressure sources” in the space of these stations, mostly office areas
and research institutes, with irregular spatial forms, chaotic and uneven distribution of
road networks, and low building density. The latter is mainly distributed in Fengtai
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District, with a poor spatial sense, irregular road network, low density, a railroad cut-off
space, various service facilities, and supporting density at a low level, and the mixing
degree of different functional land use has much room for improvement. Both the low-
quality subtype represented by Sanyuanqiao and the low-matching subtype represented
by Guogongzhuang Station are high-volume and high-density living spaces outside the
Fourth Ring Road. The former is within a built-up urban area, the latter is still under
construction. The low-quality subtype is distributed in the form of “More in the north
and less in the south”, and the low-matching subtype is mostly located at the end of rail
lines, with two or three stations as a group, and the public sentiment perception is the most
negative. It is necessary to improve the density of all kinds of facilities and improve the
comprehensive vitality of the metro station area by fine control of the residential buildings
and space morphology Figure 10.

Figure 10. The metro station areas dominated by negative sentiment perception.
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5. Conclusions

In the context of advocating human-centered urban space construction, the rapid
development of Beijing’s rail transit has highlighted some problems such as the degradation
of station space environment quality and the uneven development of station space. This
paper summarizes public sentiment perception and spatial characteristics in Beijing metro
station space based on sentiment intensity, polarity, and six sentiment types extracted from
Weibo, which is the most popular social media platform in China. The results show that
the sentiment distribution in the metro station area within Fifth Ring Road in Beijing is
characterized by a “strong in the east and weak in the west, strong in the north and weak
in the south” spatial pattern, which is coupled with the urban functional zone planning. At
present, highly positive sentiment clusters have been formed in the northeast of Beijing,
while highly negative sentiment clusters have been formed in the northwest of Beijing,
showing the influence of urban function and land use basements on the metro station area.

On the basis of correlation analysis and multiple regression analysis, this study further
demonstrates the intrinsic relationship between the spatial differentiation characteristics
and the built environment in the metro station area. This study shows that the density of
the built environment represented by the building density and the functional mix of the
station area space such as the proportion of various types of functional facilities, as well
as the design of the road network, the distance from the city center, and other indicators,
have an impact on the intensity of the public sentiment perception. Among them, a closer
distance to the city center and a dense area of shopping, medical, and cultural facilities
usually induced the expression of highly intense positive sentiment, while the empty and
loosely functional density of the terminal station area outside the Fifth Ring Road of Beijing
is more likely to induce negative sentiment such as scared and disgusted.

Based on the sorting of subjective perceptions, the clustering of the Beijing metro
station area is carried out from the perspective of objective built environment indicators
and public sentiment perception characteristics. Therefore, the 178 stations within the Fifth
Ring Road can be divided into four types: the center city positive type, the hinterland
positive type, the hinterland negative type, the marginal city negative type, and eight
subtypes: “core happy subtype”, “old town happy subtype”, “ecological pleasant subtype”,
“balanced pleasant subtype”, “work pressure subtype”, “low efficiency subtype”, “low
quality subtype”, and “low matching subtype”. Through the research and analysis of
typical cases in each category, it is concluded that there is still potential for improvement
in density, diversity, and design in the built environment of the metro station area in the
hinterland and peripheral areas from the Third Ring to the Fifth Ring in Beijing, leading
to better promoting the vitality of the station area and enhancing the development of the
surrounding urban space.

Overall, in the context of TOD-oriented development, the construction of metro
station areas is biased toward maximizing economic and transportation effectiveness while
ignoring human perception. From the group perception perspective, this paper applies
a big data-driven method to launch a systematic evaluation of 187 metro station areas in
Beijing. The results confirmed that, on the one hand, the close correlation between the
distribution of residents’ sentiment perceptions and built environment elements in metro
station spaces, reflecting the existing characteristics and spatial patterns of station space
development. On the other hand, based on public sentiment perceptions distribution and
various built environment indicators of different station spaces, the station spaces were
further clustered, and specific suggestions for optimizing the construction of station spaces
were provided. The innovation and significance of this paper are that in the context of the
existing orientation and background of the metro station construction, this paper provides
a systematic approach to evaluate the built environment of metro station areas based on
people’s subjective sentiments by utilizing interdisciplinary theories and methods. The
large-scale mining of group sentiment characteristics helps to promote public participation
in urban decision-making and can help to improve and supplement the comprehensive
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indexes for the design and evaluation of metro station areas and provide ideas and methods
for improving the quality of the urban built environment.

Nevertheless, there are still some limitations in the study: firstly, the population of
Weibo users is not enough to cover all residents, especially some elderly groups. At the
same time, sentiment is an important aspect of human perception, but it cannot cover all
perception processes. Secondly, human sentiment perception itself is affected by many
factors and is complex and there are inevitable errors in the extraction of text data by
semantic analysis. In addition, social media-based quantification of sentiment does not
reflect an individual’s internal emotional processes but rather an outward reflection of a
group’s sentiment characteristic in a certain regional scope. Therefore, it is difficult for us
to accurately analyze the causes of sentiment from an individual perspective. In the future,
more in-depth research can be conducted by incorporating research methods from the
field of environmental psychology. However, based on the public sentiment of the Beijing
metro station area, this study lays the foundation for analyzing the behaviors of station
space users at the medium and micro levels and helps to further promote the integration
of station space land use and achieve a higher quality spatial organization and balance
between supply and demand.
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